
Sweetwater Lake Working Group Meeting #6
February 7, 2023  |  6-8 PM
Meeting Location: Gypsum Rec. Center

MEETING PURPOSE:

● Discuss site design elements and identify synergies and differences
● Identify important restrictions or sideboards as it relates to site design

PRE-MEETING TASK:
● Come to meeting with a few different draft site plan ideas

○ Recognition these are all drafts and for discussion purposes only
○ Identify location of site elements and the reasoning behind desired locations
○ Identify restrictions or sideboards as it relates to site design
○ Identify why elements are important

MEETING AGENDA

TIME TOPICS & OBJECTIVES

10 Mins. Introductions & Agenda Review

5 Mins Discussion Guidelines
● Listen and be respectful of others
● Allow for all presentations before discussion
● Ask follow-up questions when needed

60 Mins. Mapping Exercise
● Sharing of various draft mapping concepts and ideas

○ From USFS, CPW, Confluence
○ From SLWG

● Discussion of what’s similar and what’s different
○ Understanding the overall vision for the site and location of site elements
○ Understanding the “why” behind differences
○ Understanding through this exercise what some of the restrictions/sideboards

might be
○ Understanding of how cultural and environmental resource information may

inform the site concepts
○ Understanding of what short-term operations may be possible with specific

visions
● Next Steps

○ Coming to consensus during next meeting on key elements
○ What elements does the group want to discuss in greater detail?

20 Mins. Guidance for Next Steps
● For a short-term site plan, what is and isn’t flexible?
● For a long-term site plan, what is and isn’t flexible?



● What are the financial obligations or constraints of USFS and CPW?
● What other regulations are important to know?
● What is the project team’s understanding of historic numbers and future site capacity?
● What are the goals of the partners for this site?

20 Mins. “Old Business” Items (Parking Lot)
● Site Naming and Marketing
● Cultural and Environmental Resource Study Update
● Road and Bridge Numbers
● Tribal Consultation
● Short-term Planning
● Public Input (Comment Form)

5 Mins. Wrap Up & Next Steps
● Next meeting agenda
● Public engagement opportunities



MEETING SUMMARY
Sweetwater Lake Working Group Meeting #6
February 7, 2023  |  6-8 PM

Meeting Location: Gypsum Rec. Center + hybrid Zoom option

MEETING PURPOSE
● Discuss site design elements and identify synergies and differences

● Identify important restrictions or sideboards as it relates to site design

MEETING AGENDA
● Introduction & Agenda Review

● Discussion Guidelines

● Mapping Exercise

● Guidance

● “Old Business” / “Parking Lot Items”

● Wrap Up & Next Steps

MEETING TALKING POINTS

● There were many similarities between the project team and SLWG draft site plans: all plans represented

some increase to recreation amenities at Sweetwater Lake as well as incorporating similar kinds of

recreational opportunities.

● There were a similar number of differences identified between the plans that will be discussed in further

detail during the next SLWG meeting.

● The project team clarified what SLWG members wanted to know about, specifically, in reference to Old

Business items.

● Before next meeting, both the project team and SLWG members will brainstorm possible opportunities

at the lake for this coming season. The project team will guide this brainstorm with the realistic

restrictions including no new construction.

● The meeting produced collaborative discussion of concrete ideas for the future of Sweetwater Lake.

Please Visit: evlt.org/SLWG for notes and resources compiled for this group.

http://evlt.org/SLWG


MEETING NOTES:

Introduction & Agenda Review
Melissa Bade, CDR Associates, opened the meeting by asking all participants to introduce themselves then
reviewed the meeting agenda. She asked if any of the SWLG members had any comments or questions on the
agenda. Hearing none, she directed the group to the first agenda item: a brief discussion of guidelines for the
discussion of draft site plan maps.

Discussion Guidelines
Melissa Bade set the stage for discussion by establishing some ground rules. Firstly, all groups will have the
opportunity to present maps before diving into discussion. Participants were encouraged to ask clarifying
questions at any point. Additionally, Melissa reminded the group that all maps shown during this meeting are
preliminary maps for discussion purposes only and asked that all participants agree not to take the drafts out of
context to the broader public. In conclusion, Melissa briefly reviewed the collaboration commitment all
participants of this group made when initially convened.

All SLWG participants agreed to these ground rules and guidelines for discussion.

Mapping Exercise
To begin discussion of the draft site maps, Melissa Bade first provided a brief overview of the Vision and Goals of
this project, as established by the partner organizations (CPW, USFS, and EVLT).

Vision Statement: Sweetwater Lake is where current and future generations of Americans can recreate, connect with the
natural environment, appreciate the cultural and natural history, and experience the freedom from the developed world like
their grandparents may have 50 years ago; connecting with our western heritage. Here partnerships are paramount to
deliver public benefits. Sweetwater Lake provides cultural, historic and social value to local communities.

Goals: Improve access, modernize facilities, and provide updated and sustainable recreational services that are appropriate
to the environment, desired by the public and keeping within the character of the area. Retain and protect the natural and
social characteristics of the area. Incorporate public input while honoring the historical legacy of this special place during the
planning process.

● Comment: While it’s important to understand the vision and goals, some of these terms and statements
could mean different things to different people. Hopefully through this process, we can develop more
shared understandings of these items.

Map Review

The Partner organizations asked the SLWG in what order they would prefer to review the maps. All agreed they
would like to see the Partner maps first. Jacob Brey (CPW) walked through two draft options that had been
developed by Confluence for the partners. Discussion highlights include:

Partners’ Map 1, “Condensed Version”
○ Per the name, this version condenses all services in a smaller area South of the road.
○ The map incorporates: A Guest Services Building (60 parking spots, restrooms, commercial

kitchen, visitor’s center, small store), Day Use Parking (15 parking spots, picnic area, covered
shelter), Interpretative/Education Area (4 parking spots), Cabins (3 Dry, 2 Wet), Existing Guard



Station, Maintenance and Employee Housing, Existing Water Treatment Facility, Existing Spring
Box, Event Lawn (shelter & picnic area), Equestrian Area (6 Day Use parking spots, 3 equestrian
campsites), Snow Plow turnaround, Ute trailhead, and Campground (10 tent campsites, 15 full
services campsites, bath house.)

○ Jacob identified that neither of these maps shown today are perfect- they are drafts- the team is
aware of certain aspects missing, i.e. this map does not incorporate a leach field for septic. These
details still need to be incorporated and worked out.

● Question: What would the max occupancy be for day use and overnight visitors in this draft plan? It
would be nice to compare max occupancy numbers for all the draft plans.

● Response: That is a great idea. We can calculate those based on average party numbers. We can also
identify those standard metrics to apply across all concepts.

● Comment: Have these designs incorporated USFS access into capacity numbers? We depend on this area
for backcountry access often.

● Response: Not explicitly. That is great feedback.

Partners’ Map 2, “Expanded Version”
○ This version incorporates all the same services and amenities as the first map, but is more spread

out and incorporates increased numbers for the offered services (i.e. 5 equestrian campsites vs.
3)

● Question: What do full service campsites incorporate?
● Response: We are not sure- we will ask Confluence to clarify.

● Comment: Just a note that neither version expands hiking trails extensively. This version does
incorporate a new trailhead for the Hill Top trail: starting North of the road, following the ditch to meet
with the original trailhead.

SLWG Map
Matt Lou shared and described the SLWG maps that had been created to represent their ideas for the future of
the area surrounding Sweetwater Lake. Highlights include:

○ In general, this map aims to accommodate a slight increase in visitation, but close to historic use
so as to not change disturbance to wildlife.

○ The SLWG map incorporates 2 new fishing docks around the North side of the Lake as well as
trails to access these areas.

○ The maps move the Campground to the pasture North of horse corrals (14 spots) all primitive/no
electric/water/septic/or hookups

○ Campgrounds would include a fire pit, picnic table, and tent area (potentially a raised platform)
○ Limit camping vehicles (suggested class B and pop up campers)
○ Equestrian camping area with pull through, camping area, and portable stall areas.

■ Question: would these areas need generator hookups?
■ Response: undecided, but likely not.

○ This plan indicates that the SLWG would like to keep all cabins on site and refurbish them
○ This plan concentrates the outfitter area all in one spot near barn/corrals and incorporates an

additional barn building for staff housing + a shared kitchen
○ Leave lodge area as is, improve lodge to include ADA accessible bathroom and winterize building



○ ADA parking spot by main dock for fishing access
○ Add to outdoor seating area around the restaurant
○ Improve the Motel, add second story with balcony

● Brink Outfitters’ Additional Thoughts:
○ Echoes improvements outlined by the SLWG draft plan
○ Additionally:

■ Pole barn for hay storage
■ Restore all cabins and include plaque with historic information
■ Outdoor amphitheater area
■ Wildlife observation area

Sticky Note Activity

After all groups had shared their plans and thoughts, Melissa Bade prompted an activity for discussion: to
consider the Similarities and Differences between the maps shown this evening, write down a few of each on
sticky notes and place them on the appropriate poster.

To read the full list of sticky notes, see Appendix A. Below is a synthesized version of the ideas generated as well
as photos of each poster from the meeting.

Similarities

● Increased public access and amenities

● Equestrian amenities, passing along the history of the area

● Incorporation of a Day Use Area where the campsite is currently located

● Incorporation of employee housing for site management

● Use levels are similar for the CPW/FS Condensed plan and the SLWG plan

● Incorporation of additional dedicated parking locations

● Major site use categories are the same

● Inclusion of a guest services building with food service in relatively similar place

● Incorporation of additional lake access points

Differences

● Size & Scope: Each plan has a slightly different size and scope, with the SLWG plan showing lower density

of camping, parking, etc.

● Parking: Overall parking numbers and locations varied between maps

● Equestrian: SLWG plan highlights importance of equestrian use over non-equestrian amenities (parking

number, pasture use, etc.).

● Camping & Cabins: Differences between building new cabins/buildings and restoring existing

cabins/buildings. Location and number of campsites varied.

● Administrative: Facilities for CPW and USFS weren’t included in SLWG plan as well as other

administrative needs such as water system needs. Final plans should include leach field/septic

considerations.

● Food Service: Varied interpretations on restaurant and food service location & extent of operations.



● Specific Recreation Amenities: Specific recreation amenities, such as picnic area location and number as

well as fishing access and associated trails varied between plans.

Discussion
Melissa reviewed a few of the main categories emerging in each category and asked the group for their
reflections. The Partners recognized that all plans need to clarify who has responsibility for what aspects of
maintenance of this site and what resources will be needed (offices, parking, etc.)?
SLWG pointed out key differences between levels of monetary investment and maximum occupancy numbers
between their draft plan and those presented by the partners.

Melissa Bade appreciated these insights and promised to follow up with a distilled list of each category. Next
meeting, the group will start to discuss the main differences between site plans to discuss where creative
solutions may be possible to meet everyone’s interests.

“Old Business” / “Parking Lot” Items

Before closing the meeting, Melissa briefly reviewed topics for continued discussion, termed “Old Business” or
“Parking Lot” Items.

● Site Naming and Marketing
○ Waiting to hear back from CPW leadership.

● Resource Inventories
○ Question: Once the Resource Inventory Reports are available, will they be open to the public?
○ Response: Yes, although some sections may be redacted to protect endangered species and

culturally significant locations.
● Tribal Engagement

○ Question: Will your tribal engagement be public? Can we know about that?



○ Response: Tribal engagement is not typically public. We can let you know we are conducting
engagement, but the content of the discussion is between the Tribes and the Federal
Government.

○ Question: What else does this group want to know about Tribal engagement since it is a
Consultation process and not open for public engagement?

○ Response: The SLWG wants to understand whether the Cave will reopen at any point.
● Short Term:

○ Question: What activities and services might be possible at the lake this summer?
○ Response: We would like to brainstorm that as a group.

● Road & Bridge Info:
○ Project team has reached out to Garfield County
○ Question: What information does the SLWG want to know specifically about this facet of the

planning?
○ Response: We would like to understand the anticipated impacts to roads and bridges

surrounding Sweetwater Lake (traffic increases on River Road, etc.). Intersection 150/151 also
presents a dangerous situation that will be made worse with increasing traffic.

● Public Input (Comment Form)
○ One new comment, mainly about maintaining Sweetwater as a primitive area, protecting the

wildlife and the natural environment.

ACTION: Through the discussion of the short term, it was decided that all SLWG and Project Team members will
come to the next meeting with a brainstormed list of what we can do at the lake this summer.

SLWG Question: Can you provide us with guiding restrictions for this brainstorm?
Response: Yes, we can develop a list of restrictions to guide brainstorming. For example, no new construction
will be possible at the lake before this coming summer.

ACTION: Project Team to identify any hard restrictions for short term to guide brainstorming.

Wrap Up & Next Steps
Melissa Bade wrapped up the meeting by providing a summary of the topics for the next SLWG meeting: Discuss
Short term brainstorm ideas, Long term plan differences, and share the project team’s thoughts on upcoming
Public outreach (late Feb/early March).

Melissa Bade asked Garfield and Eagle Counties for any final comment or observation. The Eagle County
representative congratulated the group for a productive meeting and appreciated the sense of positive
momentum. Garfield county had no additional comments.

ATTENDANCE

● USFS: Leanne Veldhuis, Mike Smith, Jessica Pettee, and Paula Peterson

● CPW: Jacob Brey, Mark Lehman, Rachael Gonzalez (Virtual)

● EVLT: Bergen Tjossem



● SLWG: Adrienne Brink, Chris Estes, Tim Hennum, Katie Hood, Matt Lou, Lary Mabry, Mary (Virtual) and

Bill Stephens, Derrick Wiemer.

● CDR Associates: Melissa Bade and Cara Potter

Present

● Garfield County: Kirby Wynn

● Eagle County: Marcia Gilles

● Colorado Sun: Jason Blevins (Virtual)

● Additional Community Members: Tammi Wiemer, Ken & Lisa Stann (Virtual)



APPENDIX A: COMPLETE LIST OF STICKY NOTES

Similarities Differences

● Condensed Project Team & SLWG
● Public Access Increase
● Equestrian Focus
● Expand Equestrian Use + Ability for Outfitter

to generate income
● Equestrian camping
● Day use area concept
● Day use area
● Day use area at Existing campground location
● Day Use area fairly similar
● Day use
● Additional parking
● Increased parking in all areas
● Major site use categories similar
● Re purpose of FS Campground for improved

day use
● West lake area as existing
● Day use area
● paths/access to lake are similar
● Attention + focus on equestrian heritage at

the site
● Curious if community’s overnight lodging

could be new buildings built in historic
character instead of restoring existing

● Leach field/septic discussion
● Employee housing
● All have cabins, camping, parking, day use

that are increase to current & historic use #s
● No big RV sites
● Capacity is similar between condensed plan

and SLWG proposal
● Greater # of campsites and improved equine

camping
● Change location of campsite
● Camping increase
● Camping location similar
● Expanded camping
● Lodge restaurant
● Guest services building for food service
● Restaurant/lodge area location roughly in

same area between all proposals

● Expanded version opens to extremely high
possible volume of people/traffic

● Size/Scope
● Overall density I think is lower from

community plan
● Equestrian use location in FS/CPW/EVLT

expanded option
● Existing lodge use
● Horse operation
● Equine parking
● Volume of people & parking
● Community’s has less non-equestrian

camping
● New cabins vs. existing cabins
● Different Cabins
● Size/Scope
● The densities and amenities desired in each

area are different
● Pasture over development
● Need to figure out admin area in community

plan
● No picnic area in one plan other than day use

zone
● CPW campsites too close to the lake
● Number of campsites
● Conservation levels
● Historic Use
● Difference in camping #s
● Confluence maps: much larger, more people,

more development, more investment,
management, farther from existing character,
more septic, more impact, doesn’t look at
wildlife habitat

● Difference: trail access
● Not much consideration of other USFS &

partner access needs in SLWG
● Cabin restoration
● restaurant /food service location
● New vs. old cabins
● Staff housing for outfitter in both, CPW office

only in CPW maps
● No CPW/FS/H2O System in place



● Confluence: doesn’t factor in public FS
parking or access

● CPW: Nursery pasture converted to camping
● CPW/FS needs to incorporate fishing docks
● CPW larger # of guests that SLWG
● More equestrian in SLWG
● Exact buildings to keep/restore vs. newly built

construction
● Historic use
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Discussion Guidelines



➔ Listen and be respectful of others

➔ Allow for review of all maps before discussion

➔ Ask follow-up questions when needed

➔ Recognition these are all drafts and for discussion 

purposes only

➔ Some unknowns will influence design concepts down the 

road

Discussion Guidelines



It is crucial that everyone has a chance to be heard and to hear others. 

● Pay attention to what is being discussed in the meeting and avoid side conversations or 
distractions (phone calls, etc.).

● Listen with intent instead of thinking of a response.
● Allow people to speak and refrain from making interruptions.
● Be brief and speak to the point.
● Be respectful and polite.

It is important to find creative, innovative solutions. 

● Avoid judging ideas prematurely and try to remain open minded.
● Look for ways to improve ideas.
● Promote positive behaviors.

Differences are inevitable; however, they should be focused on the issues involved rather 
than on the people holding a particular view.

● Address one another in respectful ways. 
● Clearly articulate, after deliberation and when appropriate, whether a particular 

recommendation can be supported. 

Collaboration Commitment



Mapping Exercise



Sweetwater Lake is where current and future generations of 

Americans can recreate, connect with the natural environment, 

appreciate the cultural and natural history, and experience the 

freedom from the developed world like their grandparents may 

have 50 years ago; connecting with our western heritage. Here 

partnerships are paramount to deliver public benefits. 

Sweetwater Lake provides cultural, historic and social value to 

local communities. 

Vision Statement 



● Improve access, modernize facilities, and provide updated and 

sustainable recreational services that are appropriate to the 

environment, desired by the public and keeping within the character 

of the area. 

● Retain and protect the natural and social characteristics of the area.  

● Incorporate public input while honoring the historical legacy of this 

special place during the planning process.   

Goals for the Property



● Input sources to-date:

○ Information on previous use

○ Information on disturbed areas

○ Information collected from online comment form, first 

round of public meetings, ongoing discussion with local 

community members

○ Ongoing resource and cultural information collection

Considerations



Draft Confluence Map #1



Draft Confluence Map 2



Guidance Questions



➔ For a short-term site plan, what is and isn’t 

flexible?

➔ For a long-term site plan, what is and isn’t 

flexible?

➔ What are the financial obligations or 

constraints of USFS and CPW?

➔ What other regulations are important to 

know?

➔ What is the project team’s understanding of 

historic numbers and future site capacity?

➔ What are the goals of the partners for this 

site?

Guidance For Next Steps



Old Business / Parking Lot



➔ Site Naming and Marketing

➔ Cultural and Environmental Resource Study 

Update

➔ Road and Bridge Information

➔ Tribal Consultation

➔ Short-term Planning

➔ Public Input (Comment Form)

Updates



Next Steps



Draft Confluence Maps
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Sweetwater Lake

Guest Service Building
· CPW & Outfitter Office Space
· Commercial Kitchen
· Conference Room / Classrooms
· Small Store
· Visitor Center
· Restrooms
· (60) Parking Stalls

Day Use Parking
· Existing Vault Toilet
· Picnic Area
· Covered Shelter
· (15) Parking Stalls

Interpretive / Education Area
· Vault Toilet
· Interpretive Signage
· (4) Parking Stalls

Cabins
· (3) Dry Cabins
· (2) Wet Cabins

Existing Guard Station to Remain

Maintenance and Employee Housing
· Maintenance Building
· Maintenance Yard
· Employee Housing
· Possible Water Treatment & Wastewater

Treatment Building
· Potential Outfitter Housing

Existing Water Treatment Building

Existing Spring Box

Event Lawn
· Covered Shelter
· Picnic Area

Equestrian Area
· Existing Barn
· Existing Corral
· (6) Day Use Horse Trailer Parking
· (3) Equestrian Campsites
· Potential Outfitter Housing

Snow Plow Turnaround

Ute Trailhead

Campground
· 10 Tent Campsites
· 15 Full Service Campsites
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Sweetwater Lake

Guest Service Building
· CPW & Outfitter Office Space
· Commercial Kitchen
· Conference Room / Classrooms
· Small Store
· Visitor Center
· Restrooms
· (84) Parking Stalls

Day Use Parking
· Existing Vault Toilet
· Picnic Area
· Covered Shelter
· (15) Parking Stalls

Interpretive / Education Area
· Vault Toilet
· Interpretive Signage
· (4) Parking Stalls

Cabins
· (12) Dry Cabins
· (2) Wet Cabins
· Bath House

Existing Guard Station to Remain

Maintenance and Employee Housing
· Maintenance Building
· Maintenance Yard
· Employee Housing
· Possible Water Treatment & Wastewater

Treatment Building
· Potential Outfitter Housing

Existing Water Treatment Building
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Event Lawn
· Covered Shelter
· Picnic Area

Equestrian Area
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· 1
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· (8) Day Use Horse Trailer Parking
· (6) Long Term Horse Trailer Parking
· (5) Equestrian Campsites
· Potential Outfitter Housing
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Ute Trailhead

Hilltop Trailhead
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· 23 Full Service Campsites
· 17 Tent Campsites
· Campsite Density: 2.2 Campsites per Acre
· Bath House
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Q&A from SLWG

Question: Can CPW/USFS share the PDF versions of the sitemaps from Confluence?

Answer: Yes, and the two maps that were shared are attached below.  As was explained during the

February 7th meeting, these represent an initial attempt to put some plans to paper to demonstrate

potential site designs and to facilitate conversation. Any sharing of these maps for the purposes of

indicating any other intention would be inaccurate and considered by CPW a breach of the collaborative

trust we are seeking in this effort.

It should also be noted that these layouts have not been discussed internally by the partnership. Again,

this is a reflection of Confluence generating these concept designs with limited input, and relying on

some assumptions (like the "full service" designation addressed below) to create a product to spur this

discussion.

Question: What are the standard numbers that should be applied to assumptions for site design?

Answer:

● People per car The USFS operates under data that supports ~2.5 people per car. CPW's figure is

~2.4 people per car.

● People per campsite Per CPW regulations single campsite occupancy is limited to 6 individuals.

With that said, operating under the assumption that each campsite would be occupied to that 6

person limit would very likely paint an inaccurate picture.  I ran reports (May 1, 2022 -

September 30, 2022) for Yampa River State Park, Elkhead Reservoir State Park and Sylvan Lake

State Park and came up with numbers of 2.3, 2.9, and 2.7 people per site respectively.  One

limiting factor is that customers are not required to input the number of people they expect to

have staying in the campsite that they are reserving (most seem to), or the actual number of

people that show up for a reservation could differ from what was indicated at the time the

reservation was made, which could adjust the number one way or another.  I noticed the SLWG

used a figure of 4 people per site in their projection, which may be a little high, but not outside

of the realm of possibility.

● People per cabin This will be dependent upon how each cabin is configured, as larger cabins will

accommodate more people than smaller ones. For example, Sylvan Lake features 1 premium

cabin (3 bedroom, 10 person capacity,  average occupancy of 8.3 people per reservation) 8 small

cabins (single room, 5 person capacity, average occupancy of 3.2 people per reservation), and 3

yurts (5 person capacity, average occupancy of 3.5 people per reservation).  I did note that the

cabin capacity listed on the Sylvan website is slightly more than the capacity their Park Manager

provided me (12/10, 6/5).  He indicated this is more to reflect how many people they feel can

comfortably stay in these facilities.



● Anything else worth understanding? It's hard to consider this an exact science, and ultimately

visitation numbers will be driven by where we land on recreational opportunities, densities and

amenities offered.

Question: Is there clarification on what Confluence means by "full service" ?

Answer: Per Confluence, "full service" is indicative of a site that has water/sewer/electric. As has been

explained, Confluence does not drive the decision making on amenities offered. Their role will continue

to be to formalize site designs based on direction provided by the partnership, while analyzing the

infrastructural needs to sustain these designs. What was shared at the February 7th meeting represents

an initial attempt to put some plans to paper to demonstrate potential site designs and to facilitate

conversation, and is not necessarily indicative of decisions made up to this point.
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